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   At the end of this year only one new model has been prepared for you and it is the Gloster Meteor T Mk 7.5. There will be 

no more new models in December. But the more rich our offer in the first months of the 2015 will be. Besides the news, also 

our re-issued models  SH72251 Digby Mk.I “Bolo in Canadian Service” 1/72, SH32033 Ki-27 Kó Nate „Nomonhan 

Aces“ 1/32 and SA72012 Meillerwagen V-2 Transporter 1/72 will be available again and it is possible to pre-order them 

already.

      We also would like to thank to all of our customers for successful cooperation in this and also in the past years and we 

look forward to even more successful next year. At the same we wish everyone a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.

SH72317 Gloster Meteor T Mk 7.5 1/72

Gloster T Mk 7 trainer aircraft 

(available under no.72548) was 

one of the most widespread 

variants of the Meteor jet fighter 

aircraft. Only a handful of the 

Meteor T Mk7 was equipped with a 

larger and squared off tail taken 

from the more modern Mk 8 fighter 

version. This new trainer variant 

g o t  s o m e w h a t  p e c u l i a r  

designation Meteor T Mk 7.5 (T Mk 

7 ? was also used). While these 

planes were used in Great Britain 

mainly for various test flights and 

public shows, in the Belgian and 

Israeli air forces they served as 

standard training machines.

   The kit contains five frames of plastic parts, three of them in standard greyish styrene, the other two which contain the 

canopy and recce nose parts are made of clear plastic. The decal sheet offers markings for the Gloster company 

demonstration aircraft which was blue overall with white coloured stripes  and civil registration codes. It was also equipped 

with non-standard wing-tip fuel tanks. The other British aircraft in this kit is the RAE test machine in dark blue overall and 

with a non-standard reconnaissance nose.  This pair is accompanied by a silver Belgian machine with yellow trimmings 

and a camouflaged Israeli plane wearing a name on its nose (Ef´eh, ie Viper)





SH48135

SH48158

SH32061

SH32058

We are preparing these models for January 2015:

SH32058 Fiat G.50bis "Luftwaffe and Croat AF" 1/32                      SH32061 Fiat G.50-II "Regia Aeronautica" 1/32

SH48135 AF-2S Guardian "Submarine Killer" 1/48                   SH48158 AF-2W Guardian  "Submarine Hunter" 1/48

You can already make your pre-orders of these models.



SA72014

SA72001

SA72003

SA72012

MPM Production continues to prepare its kits completely in 3D design and inject them into metal moulds. Some of the 

kits are already on sale  A4/V2 rockets, SS-100 Gigant tractor and Meillerwagen rocket trailer. We present the test 

shots of the final kits of AH-1G Cobra, AH-1Q/S Cobra and day fighter versions of DH 100 Vampire. Both Vampire and 

Cobras in quality exceed every kit of these subjects that was in 1/72 scale ever produced. Now it's time to reveal our next 

project. We had already started to prepare moulds for trainer aircraft Fouga Magister and its versions. We will, 

subsequently release CM 170 Magister in both trainer and combat version (including IDF Tzukit), aerobatics version 

with faired over rear canopy and even CM 175 Zéphyr naval version. The differences from the standard Magisters 

comprise lengthened fuselage, different canopy, arrestor hook and strengthened undercarriage.



SH72318

Supermarine Spitfire F Mk.21
“Contraprop” 1/72

SH48130

Fairey Firefly AS Mk.7 
“Submarine Version”             1/48

SH48166 
Fairey Firefly U Mk.8
“Drone Version”             1/48

SH72250
N-3PB “No. 330 (Norwegian) Squadron RAF”     1/72

SH72299
N-3PB “Little Norway” 1/72     

SH72313
Caproni Ca.311 “Foreign Service”     1/72
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Bar Code: 8595593121895

Bar Code:8595593121901

1/35

Highly detailed resin cast model of Swiss and German 
anti-tank rifle that consists of twelve cast parts. This 
weapon was developed in Switzerland in Solothurn 
company, owned by the German firm Rheinmetall-
Borsig. In the 1930s, many countries, including the 
USA, considered introducing this rifle to their equipment 
and tested it. Eventually, the rifle was used by Finland, 
Italy, Bulgaria, Estonia, Netherlands and also by the 
German Wehrmacht, althought not formally introduced 
there. The weapon was experimentally and also as a 
standard mounted on various vehicles, from Polish TKS 
tankettes to Italian Sahariana vehicles and CV-33 light 
tanks.
Switzerland,Germany, Finland, Italy, Bulgaria, 
Estonia, Netherlands / WWII 

 Swiss WWII Anti Tank Rifle Solothurn
S-18/100

B35095

1/35

Highly detailed cast figure of a German tank 
commander is prepared for the Hetzer light tank 
destroyer. The forward facing figure of the commander 
is sitting on the rear sloping armour and is a one-piece 
cast.

German WW II Hetzer Commander 1945F35 263
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Bar Code: 8595593121918

Bar Code: 8595593121925

Q32 216 1/32

Detailed resin part of the desert filter for a model of 
Italian WW2 fighter plane.
Italy / WWII

Fiat G.50bis – Dust Filter
for Special Hobby kit SH32056

Set of new undercarriage wheels for a European 
version of the US all-weather jet fighter plane.
The wheels have detailed disks and are cast with tread 
on their tyres.
Germany, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, 
Venezuela / post WWII

F-86K Sabre Dog – Wheels for Special Hobby 
kits No. SH48123 and SH48126

1/48Q48 215
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Bar Code:8595593121949

Bar Code: 8595593121932

Q72 211 1/72Bf 109E-7/Trop - Exhausts 
for Airfix kit

New and detailed exhausts for the new Airfix Bf 109E 
model. The exhaust are a one-piece cast with their 
fairings.
Germany / WWII

1/72

This set offers a new instrument panel with accessories 
for a model of a British jet fighter aircraft. The set 
contains the instrument panel with its shroud 
accompanied by a coloured photo-etch fret.
GB / post WWII

BAC Lightning F2.A – Instrument panel
for Airfix kit

Q72 212 
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Bar Code:8595593121956

Bar Code:8595593121963

Q72 213 BAC Lightning F2.A – Ejection seat MB Mk.4C 
for Airfix/Trumpeter kit

1/72

New and detailed Martin Baker Mk.4C ejection seat, a 
one-piece cast accompanied by seat-belts made of 
coloured photo-etches.

Q72 214 F-B/C/D/E early/J Phantom – Wing fold set 
for Hasegawa kit

1/72

Cast resin parts of the hinged outer wing panel of early 
versions of the iconic F-4 Phantom II fighter. The set 
contains a complete folding mechanism with ribs on the 
fixed part of the wing and new hinged outer panels.
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